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Murder scene shocks police

IVAN PITT’S VIOLENT
PAST EXPOSED

THE cruelty and violence with which the 39-year-old
Lindie Prinsloo was killed in her Swakopmund home last
Friday at the hands of her boyfriend, Ivan Pitt, filled hardened law enforcement officials with revulsion.
Niël Terblanché

O

ne person who attended the brutal
murder scene and who spoke on
condition of anonymity said the initial
murder scene gave him sleepless nights.

“He did not just cut her throat. It
seems as if he wanted to make good
on his promise to behead the victim
and to probably leave her severed head
on a table for her daughter to find.
What he did was beyond any person’s
imagination,” he said.

TRUSTCO GROUP BAGS
ANOTHER AWARD

SHINING EXAMPLE: Trustco Group International was recently awarded as one
of the Top Designated Employers amongst a handful of companies complying
with the Employment Service Act. Head of Corporate Communications, Neville
Basson (left), received the award on behalf of the company from Deputy Minister of Labour, Industrial Relations and Employment Creation, Tommy Nambahu
(right). Full story on page 5.

In the days that followed, the violent
nature of 30-year-old Pitt unfolded as
many more of his brutal actions were
revealed by members of the Swakopmund community.
Besides assaulting and threatening to
kill Prinsloo in the most heinous way
by beheading her, he also assaulted
the mother of his child so severely that
her father sent her back to the United
Kingdom in order to get her away
from Pitt. During this stormy period of
violence before he met Prinsloo, Pitt
during a fist fight even knocked out
the front teeth of the grandfather of his
child, a well-known business personality in Swakopmund.
Adam Labuschagne, a close friend of
Prinsloo since childhood, discovered
the body of the victim whose head was
almost severed, where her six-year-old
child sat next to her dead body. He is
also one of the people who discovered
the body of Pitt hanging from the
roof beams of the garage of the house
where Prinsloo resided, four days after
the brutal slaying.
“When I opened the garage door
I saw Lindie’s car parked where it
normally stood. At first my mind could
not process the fact but I immediately
slammed the door shut and warned
the women and children with me that
the attacker might be in the house and
that all of them were in danger of a
possible attack,” he said.
Labuschagne said when he opened
the door again he saw Pitt next to the
car and at first it seemed as if he was
just standing there.
“My mind still could not get around
the scene but when I eventually noticed the rope and went closer I found
that he was indeed dead and no longer
a threat. That is when we contacted
law enforcement officials,” he said.
The Inspector-General of the Namibian Police, Lieutenant-General
Sebastian Ndeitunga, said the violence
and cruelty of the murder in Swakop-
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mund and the mutilation and rape of a
ten-year-old girl in Windhoek a week
before shocked him.
“What is even more shocking is that
fact that these men were free on bail
and free to continue unabated with
their violence against women and children. Although it is not the decision of
investigating officers to let criminals
go free on bail, such officials along
with public prosecutors should unite
and redouble their efforts to oppose
bail in the strongest possible terms,”
he said.
Ndeitunga said magistrates dealing
with such cases should use all the discretion in their power to keep violent
criminals off the streets, especially
when they have similar cases pending

against them.
“It is my personal opinion that in
cases of especially domestic violence
and rape, people who make utterances
and threats to kill their accusers after
being set free on bail should not be
granted the privilege of freedom ever
again,” he said.
A large butcher’s knife covered in
the blood of the murder victim was
found on the murder scene. The hat
and sunglasses of the perpetrator were
also found on the scene.
Ndeitunga said all that now remains
is for detectives to compile all the evidence and to present it to a magistrate
to make a ruling if the inquest into
both the deaths of Prinsloo and Pitt
should continue.
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SURVIVOR: Lee, the mother of Pitt’s child, who fled to the United Kingdom to
escape further violence at his hands. 
Photo: Contributed
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Facing 512 counts of fraud

LAWYER WITHDRAWS
IN N$210M FRAUD CASE
Eba Kandovazu

THE trial of sixteen people implicated in a false tax refund claim scam
involving N$210 million has yet again
been delayed, following the withdrawal
of defence lawyer, Kadhila Amoomo,
who represented three of the accused
persons.
On Wednesday, three of the suspects
were set to plead guilty to the fraud
charges that they are facing, and the
State, represented by Advocate Henry
Muhongo, was supposed to separate the
charges and try them separately.
The suspects are Mamsy Nuuyoma, Noah Naukosho, Lukau Nestor,
Benvindo Momafuba, Pembele Zimutu,
Paulo Kiala, Joao Manuel dos Santos,
Tatiana Gonga, Carlos Eliseu, Isaac
Cupessala, Paquete Jose, Malakias Rufine, Carlos Tchinduku, Miapa Nelson,
Joaquim Pedro Espanhol and Lucio
Cazembe. It is unclear at this stage who
the three people are with intentions

DECEIT: The accused in the dock. 			

to plead guilty. The matter has since
been set-down for a pre-trial conference. Another judge, Kobus Miller,
was assigned to the case and two court
assessors are currently consulting with
the judge due to the amount of money
and people involved. The suspects
were arrested by the Anti-Corruption

Photo: Eba Kandovazu

Commission in December 2015 as
a result of the Ministry of Finance’s
investigations into cases where refund
claims were forged at the Receiver
of Revenue. They face 512 counts of
fraud, relating to conspiring to commit
fraud, forgery and uttering, as well as
corruptly using false documentation.

Illicit petrol dealer suspect
killed in police shootout
Maria David
POLICE at Oshakati are investigating a case of fuel smuggling
after a 26-year-old man identified
as Hailume Johannes Tatemona
from Oshikango in the Ohangwena
Region was killed Friday night
following a shootout with members
of the Oshana police.
Oshana Regional Crime Investigations Coordinator, Deputy
Commissioner Hilja Haipumbu,
revealed this to Informanté during a
telephonic interview on Tuesday.
According to Haipumbu, the police received a tip off about illegal
fuel traders who were conducting
business in Oshakati, Ongwediva
and Ondangwa
“It’s alleged that police members
and illicit petrol dealers exchanged
fire and in the process Tatemona
died on the spot,” said Haipumbu.
According to Haipumbu, the other
suspects were arrested shortly after
fleeing from the scene. They were,
however, released the following day
pending police investigation.

The latest incident follows after
two Oshakati residents, Joseph
Nambandi, 42, and Shimbamba
Joseph, 27, were caught red-handed
and arrested by the Namibian police
in the Ompumbu informal settlement of Oshakati in September.
They were allegedly found in
possession of a total of 275 litres
of petrol in 12 separate containers. They were also found with 11
empty containers of different sizes
with traces of petrol, indicating that
these containers too were used in
the illegal fuel trade. They appeared
in court and were released on bail
pending further police investigation.
Police spokesperson in the
Ohangwena region, Warrant Officer
Abner Kaume Itumba noted that
fuel smuggling is a much bigger
problem in Ohangwena due to proximity and an open Namibia-Angola
border.
“Fuel smugglers do not use the
designated border crossing points.
They cross anywhere any time because the border is open and police
officers cannot be present everywhere,” he said.

Alleged killer pleads not guilty to
stabbing girlfriend 27 times
Eba Kandovazu
A WINDHOEK man accused of fatally stabbing his girlfriend 27 times
with a knife denied that he killed her
when he went on trial this week.
Ryno Diergaardt, 30, who was
previously employed at a medical
aid fund, tendered a not guilty plea
before judge Nate Ndauendapo,
followed by a short plea explanation
containing the words “I do not remember the dates, objects involved
in the murder, nor do I remember
stabbing the deceased 27 times”,
read out by his lawyer Boris Isaacs.
The deceased, Tiffany Lewin, 21,
was killed on the eve of the national
day of prayer against gender-based
violence in Namibia in 2014. The
couple had a two-year-old child at
the time of the incident. The deceased also had a four-year-old child
from a previous relationship.
The trial kicked off with the
deceased’s mother, Elsabe Lewin,
testifying for the State. The visibly
shaken Elsabe, holding back tears as

DENIAL: Ryno Diegaardt.
Photo: Eba Kandovazu

she recounted her daughter’s abusive relationship, told the court that
she read messages in her daughter’s
phone from Diergaardt threatening
to kill her.
“I will kill you, myself and my
family will take care of our child,”
she claimed one message read.
Elsabe, a resident of Rehoboth,
said her mother took care of the
deceased in Windhoek and that
although she wasn’t always there,

her daughter was open about her
relationship with the accused.
“She told me she wanted nothing
to do with him. The accused and
I never had a good relationship
because even after he impregnated
her, he never approached the family
to apologise. With regards to the
murder, he wrote us a letter a year
after Tiffany was killed, stating he
did not mean to do it and that he
loved Tiffany and the kids,” Elsabe
testified.
Diergaardt’s best friend, Dylan
Maritz on Wednesday testified that
Diergaardt admitted that he killed
the deceased when he went to visit
him at the holding cells, but that he
could not believe he could do such a
thing because of his quiet nature.
“I still cannot believe he killed
Tiffany. I am not saying he didn’t, I
am just saying it is hard to believe
he did that. He told me he was not
himself. Between the two of us, he
is the softer one, I am usually the
one to get into fights and he was the
peacemaker,” Maritz said.

• Unit 2, Lazarett Str 51 • Southern Industrial Area • Windhoek – Namibia
• 081 204 1600 • info@nature-bloom.com • www.nature-bloom.com
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Established by a ‘Team Swapo’ member

NEW POLITICAL
PARTY FOR 'THE POOR'
POVERTY-STRICKEN Namibians, the landless, school drop-outs and unemployed
university graduates will soon have a political party they can call their own – or so it
is claimed.
Placido Hilukilwa

T

he new political baby on the
block – The National Empowerment Fighting Corruption – is a brain
child of community activist Kennedy
Iilonga who, in recent years, earned
celebrity status for being the voice of
the voiceless on NBC radio phone-in
programmes.
Iilonga, who is a Walvis Bay
resident, confirmed in an interview
with Informanté that a new political
party will indeed be registered with
the Electoral Commission of Namibia
(ECN) soon.

“There is evidently a need for a new
political party to address the plight of
the poverty-stricken majority,” said
Iilonga. He noted that once registered
with the ECN, the new party will field
“capable candidates” to the National
Assembly and to regional and local authorities to urgently address the plight
of the poor, the landless, the forgotten
school drop-outs and the unemployed
college and university graduates.
“We envision a country where every
citizen aged 25 and above would be
able to own a piece of land to build
his or her own house instead of being permanently relegated to staying
in shacks erected on other peoples’

backyards. A country where learners
are allowed to repeat the grades they
failed, where relatives of those who
sacrificed their lives during the liberation struggle are compensated, where
the government retains 50% shares
in every mine and where specific
ministries are given fishing quotas,”
said Iilonga. He said that a number of
volunteers are currently canvassing
support for the new party countrywide.
“Our objective is to register at least 3
500 members before approaching the
ECN for registration. We have already
reached the 3 000-mark,” he said.
Drafters are currently putting the
finishing touches on the party’s con-

stitution which will be adopted at the
founding congress either later this year
or early next year.
Should Iilonga get his way, the
founding congress will be held in the
North “where the majority of Namibians live”.
About the ruling party Swapo which
has been his political home for years,
Iilonga said: “I personally do not have
a problem with Swapo as such. In fact
Swapo has a glorious history, having played an unmatched role in our
liberation struggle. But the party has
been hijacked by people who are using
it for self-enrichment purposes only
while neglecting the people.”
He is fairly satisfied with the maturity of Namibian politics and pointed
out that he did not experience any
form of intimidation ever since he
came forward with the idea of estab-

lishing a new political party.
When approached for comment,
Swapo Party Secretary-General Sofia
Shaningwa said she has heard about
the new party and its founder and she
is not worried.
She said that Namibians have the
right to establish or join political parties of their choice, but she is not sure
whether one person can belong to two
political parties simultaneously.
She said that people leaving Swapo
to establish new parties is not something new. “People leave and many of
them do come back later,” she said.
She said that she does not yet have
concrete proof that Iilonga – who was
a supporter of Team Swapo during the
run-up to last year’s congress – has
indeed established a new political
party while at the same time retaining
his Swapo Party membership.

400 buffaloes drown in Chobe River
Eba Kandovazu
A BUFFALO stampede occurred
on Tuesday evening at Kabulabula
Conservancy in the Zambezi Region
where 400 buffaloes drowned in the
Chobe River.
This was confirmed by the Ministry of Environment and Tourism
Public Relations Officer, Romeo

Muyunda, who said that the herd,
consisting of approximately 600
buffaloes, was chased by lions and
ran into the river, trampling each
other and leading to the death of
400 in the process.
“This is a natural occurrence that
happens from time to time, although
it is quite a loss. There are about
4 000 buffaloes in the area. Since
the Chobe River is an international

river and even though the incident
happened on our side, Botswana has
been informed.
The meat has been donated to the
community in the conservancy,”
Muyunda said.
The buffalo herd is believed to
have panicked and attempted to
escape to the Botswana shore.
He added that MET staff have
been dispatched to inspect the area.
ACCIDENT: The scene on the Otjiwarongo/Otavi B1 accident.  Photo Contributed

Horrific crash claims 7 lives
Marthina K Mutanga

DISTRESSING: Photo for illustrative purpose. 

Photo: Contributed

SEVEN people were burnt beyond
recognition in a horrendous accident 15 km north of Otjiwarongo on
the Otjiwarongo/Otavi B1 road on
Wednesday.
The accident happened at about
13h30 when a Toyota Quantum long
distance transport bus travelling to
Otavi allegedly overtook a vehicle
and collided head-on with a Toyota
pickup truck travelling to Otjiwarongo. The Quantum was carrying
17 people and caught fire on impact,
with the fire spreading rapidly to the
pickup, with only the driver. Five
adults and two children perished in
the fire, with 10 passengers, includ-

ing a two-year-old baby girl, and the
driver of the pickup escaping death.
The survivors were taken to the Otjiwarongo State Hospital with injuries
of various degrees.
Warrant Officer Maureen Mbeha of
the Otjozondjupa Police confirmed
that a case of culpable homicide was
opened and that the driver of the
pickup, Ruben Shihelekeni, 48, and
the driver of the Quantum, Hangula
Gotlieb, 34, were identified.
Mbeha said the Otjozondjupa police
is now calling on members of the
public who have relatives who were
travelling and did not arrive at their
destination to contact the Otjiwarongo police to assist in the forensic
examinations for possible identification of the deceased persons.
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Family support helped healing process

PATERNITY RESULT
DEVASTATES “FATHER”
Eba Kandovazu

A YOUNG man from Windhoek was
shattered when a paternity test proved
that the baby he was raising as his
own was in fact another man’s child.
Otto Samuel, 26, could not believe
the paternity test result when it came
out negative. According to him, doubt
that he was the father to a now sixmonth old baby was triggered when
the biological father (name withheld)
shared pictures of the baby boy on
social media and their mutual friends
contacted him.
Samuel, in an interview with Informanté said, “Everything was normal
between my girlfriend and I. I was
there for her when she was in pain,
and during sleepless nights. Even
after the baby was born, I continued to
care for both of them and he holds my
surname until now. When I confronted
her about the other guy, she called
him and he was just as shocked as I

was because he too had no idea that
someone else was the father of his
child. Right there and then, she denied
knowing him,” Samuel said.
According to Samuel, he paid for a
paternity test, which saw him spending N$2 000, still hoping that the child
was his. The results took four weeks
to come back and his worst fears was
confirmed. Samuel said with a strong
support system of family and friends,
it still took time to heal and get over
the whole ordeal, stating that he also
resorted to alcohol when he was alone.
“Right now we are working on
changing the baby’s name from my
name to his father’s name but I think it
will take a while. I was a provider and
the hook-up guy. We had a long distance relationship as I am working in
Rosh Pinah. I believe when I met this
girl, she was already in a relationship.
How she managed to lie to the both of
us, I don’t know. I even introduced the
baby to my parents. I was so heartbroken and I was really hoping the child

was mine because we had a special
bond,” Samuel noted.
The baby’s mother has refused to
comment. Ministry of Justice Public
Relations Officer, Yvette Husselmann
said that between the period of June
and July, 34 cases of false paternities
have so far been reported at maintenance courts across the country.
“It could be in the child’s best interests to establish paternity or maternity
for reasons other than maintenance,
such as to ascertain which persons
should be listed as parents on the
child’s birth certificate which could
affect the child’s citizenship and rights
to inheritance,” Husselmann said.
Unreported cases go unnoticed,
with low-income earning men falling
victim to raising children that are not
theirs, as they cannot afford to pay
paternity tests.
This prompting the Director of
Women Action Development, Salatiel
Shinedima, to call on government to
implement free paternity tests.

Self-confessed ‘child witch’ shunned China lifts ban on
Placido Hilukilwa
THE eight-year-old girl who admitted
being a witch in an audio recording
uploaded on social media recently, is
not attending school and is now living
a secret life to avoid stigmatisation.
A psychiatrist who evaluated her at
the Oshakati Intermediate Hospital on
30 October described her as a victim
of psychological and physical abuse
who was told by her interrogators to
confirm specific allegations or else
have her head cut off.
The psychiatrist detected no hallucinations and no delusions and said
that the girl is “stable” and is playing
and communicating properly with
other children, as well as sleeping and
eating well, but she needs counselling
and moral support. The girl claimed
in the 14-minute audio that she was
trained as a witch by her own mother
at Ongwediva.
She also identified a number of her
relatives as witches and boasted of
being able to bi-locate and magically
pass through concrete walls. She
further claimed responsibility for the
mysterious illness of several people.
The girl, who was interrogated by

her grandmother on her father’s side
and the resultant audio recording
uploaded on social media (allegedly
by mistake) was a Grade 2 learner at
a private school at the Helao Nafidi
town, but a letter from the school
revealed that she only attended classes
from March to August. The audio
recording attracted widespread attention and those identified as witches
complained to the police. The girl
was promptly picked up by social
workers and eventually placed under
the guardianship of a relative (her
mother’s cousin).
Speaking anonymously in an
interview with Informanté this week,
the guardian said that the girl is now
living a secret life to avoid stigmatisation.
“She is not attending school and to
protect her, I did not even reveal her
real identity to my own children,” she
said.Speaking on behalf of the girl’s
mother’s clan she said, “We still need
an explanation as to why the girl was
interrogated. The false claims made
in that audio have caused irreparable
damages to the child and to our clan.
Those mentioned by name are now
booed and labelled witches openly.”
She dismissing practically every-

thing said in the audio recording as
malicious slander.
“The girl was taken from her mother
in December 2013 when she was only
three-years old. She was with her
father and her father’s relatives for
the past five years and never met her
mother during that period. She did
not even recognise her mother when
she met her recently,” said the guardian. She further expressed disillusionment with the Namibian police.
“We thought we did the right thing
by reporting the matter to the police
and to the Ministry of Gender Equality and Child Welfare instead of taking the law into our how hands.
However, it seems that the police
did not take the matter seriously,” she
said. Police spokesperson Warrant
Officer Abner Kaume Itumba said that
the police’s intervention in the matter
was limited to maintaining order because no criminal case was registered.
“We only arrest people and conduct
criminal investigations when there is a
criminal case,” he said.
He is said that the child’s guardians
can still open a criminal case, thereby
giving the police the mandate to
investigate and arrest those suspected
of child abuse.

rhino horn trading
Mathina K. Mutanga
THE lifting of a 25-year ban in the
trade of rhinoceros horns and tiger
bones by the Chinese government
has been met by a massive backlash
from conservationists, with the
World Wildlife Fund saying this
decision will have devastating consequences globally as it allows poachers and smugglers to hide behind the
legalised trade.
The Ministry of Environment and
Tourism’s Public Relations Officer,
Romeo Muyunda, said the ministry
has taken note of the announcement by China to legalise the use of
tiger bones and rhinoceros horns
for medical research. Muyunda said
even though the animal specimens
may be obtained only from farms,
this may encourage poaching and
threaten vulnerable animal populations.
“We hope China will put measures in place to determine which
specimens were acquired legally
and which ones were acquired il-

legally. Namibia will watch this and
continue to upgrade its security and
intelligence for wildlife protection,”
Muyunda said.
Muyunda said although the ministry is grateful that China has made
effort towards combatting poaching
in recent years, including giving
assistance to Namibia in terms of
resources, the MET hopes that this
move will not jeopardise those efforts. “As long as there are monitoring and audit procedures in place,
legal trade can be successful. In the
case of rhino horns, for example, it
can be harvested without harming
the live animal and the horn regrows, making the horn a renewable
resource. Controlled and well monitored legal trade will therefore not
be detrimental to our conservation
efforts at all, if anything, it will just
add value to the long-term conservation of rhinoceros, by generating
much-needed funding for conservation,” he said.
In 2017, Namibia recorded 27
rhinos poachings, compared to 60 in
2016 and 95 in 2015.
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The benchmark of corporate success

MINISTRY OF LABOUR
AWARDS TRUSTCO GROUP
Trustco Group Holdings was awarded the prestigious accolade as one of the Top Designated
Employers, amongst 809 registered organizations of Designated Employers and Training
Institutions, complying with the Employment Services Act (Act No. 8 of 2011) in Namibia.
Staff Reporter

T

his award follows closely on the
Gold Seal of Achievement Trustco
Group received at the prestigious
Deloitte ‘’Best Company To Work For
‘’ 2018 survey in Namibia.
At the breakfast meeting hosted
in Windhoek by the Ministry of

Labour, Industrial Relations and
Employment Creation last week,
Trustco Group shared this accolade
with well-respected corporate entities driving the Namibian economy
successfully the past 28 years.
Honorable Tommy Nambahu, in
his capacity as Deputy Minister,
expressed his appreciation towards
these carefully selected corporates

Shanghala wants
reform on GBV laws

safe houses for women in abusive
relationships with nowhere else
to go.
JUSTICE minister Sacky
“I’m the chairperson of the
Shanghala says the unabated viopreservation of organised crimes.
lence against especially women
We are sitting with N$41 million
and children has necessitates an
that has been allocated to the
urgency to reform existing laws
Ministry of Justice. Some of this
to aid those subjected to gendermoney can be used to construct
based violence in the country.
safe houses for abused women,”
Speaking at a panel discussion
Shanghala suggested.
held by the Institute of Public
He added that the time has
Policy Research, (IPPR), themed,
come for Namibians to change
“Landscaping
their way of thinking
Gender-Based Vioabout topics related
lence in Namibia”,
to the LGBT comShanghala stated
munity, violence
that legal instruagainst women and
ments which need
children and how
amendment include
different genders
the Amendment of
relate to one another.
the Divorce Act to
“These people
ease strict marithat perpetrate these
tal conditions for
crimes are mostly
TAKING ACTION: Minister men. The problem
women who are in
abusive relationships of Justice, Sacky Shangboils down to our
to leave the partners hala.  Photo: Contributed socialisation promore easily, and changing of concess. This translates to new ways
ditions in the Combating of Rape
of thinking in boys due to parentAct, adding that the absence of a
ing,” Shanghala stressed.
hymen in young rape survivors
In the Democracy Report finddoes not mean the act did not take
ings on GBV, the IPPR reported
place.
that 28% of Namibian women
Shanghala stated that the above
believe that a husband or spouse
legal instruments and several
is justified in beating his partner
other Acts will be reviewed next
for specified reasons, while 32%
week. “Namibia cannot continue
of women between the ages of 15
to lag behind the rest of the world, and 49 have experienced physical
we need to stop talking and take
violence within marriage at least
action,” Shanghala stressed.
once.
He added that the Ministry
The report also stated that
of Justice is willing to aid with
29.5% of young men agree that a
resources in the creation of more
husband can beat his wife.

Zorena Jantze

setting an example for all employers
to follow countrywide.
Receiving the award on behalf of
Trustco Group Holdings was Neville
Basson, Head of Corporate Communications, “We shall continue to
be a beacon of progress and wealth
creation in Namibia and to be the
benchmark of corporate success, not
just on our balance sheet, but equally

in terms of compliance and towards
what is expected as an employer of
choice and best company to work for.
Thank you to our capable team in
making sure, as Trustconians, that the
brand remains a force of pride for all
Namibians!’’.
The following companies received
the award alongside Trustco Group:
Air Namibia
Nedbank Namibia Ltd
Namibia Breweries Ltd
Bank BIC Ltd
Debmarine Namibia

Namib Mills (Pty) Ltd
Bank of Namibia
Swakopmund Uranium
Coca Cola Namibia Bottling Company
(Pty) Ltd
Since its inception in 2013, the
NIEIS has to date registered over
80,000 jobseekers, 809 organizations
(Designated Employers and Training
Institutions) and over 5000 jobseekers
have been placed since then through
this system.
Should you have any additional
questions, feel free to contact Neville
Basson at NevilleB@tgh.na.

HKIA not at risk of downgrade
Staff Reporter
The Chairperson of the Namibia Airports
Company (NAC), Dr Leake Hangala,
says the upcoming security audit by the
International Civil Aviation Organisation
(ICVO) will not have any bearing on
whether or not the Hosea Kutako International Airport will be downgraded.
Speaking yesterday at a press conference on key issues such as Security
Audit for the Hosea Kutako International Airport (HKIA), as well as upgrades
to ease congestion and the operational
stability of the company, Hangala stated
reassured the public that the airport
won’t happen after a security audit.
“It is important to highlight that
there is no link between the upcoming
International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) Security Audit and the
downgrade of any airport. Downgrade
can only emanate from a Safety Audit
and going forward, our efforts will be
dedicated to consolidating and eliminating areas of concern,” he said.
Hangala further stressed that as far as
the NAC is concerned, the upcoming
ICAO audit is not an end in itself just for
the purpose of passing it, but a journey
or process to implement a sustainable
healthy safety, security and facilitation
system at HKIA at all times.
He added that Namibia’s key entry
point for international tourism and business, the Hosea Kutako International
Airport, is in an unacceptable state.
According to Hangala, government
also re-enforced the Board of Directors of NAC and relaxed procurement
procedures so as to enable the company
to urgently address the situation at the
main airport.
The ICAO has introduced new standards to the Convention on International

NAC FUTURE: Hosea Kutako International Airport (HKIA) upgrade a top priority,
computer-rendered image shows the possibility of improvements that can be made
to HKIA.
Photo Contributed

Civil Aviation, which will become applicable on 16 November 2018. This will
thus make Namibia the first country to
be audited against these new standards.
Hangala stated that for the ICAO
security audit that will take place from
18 November, NAC and other relevant
stakeholders have managed to close various security gaps and will continue to address evolving issues even after the ICAO
Security Audit of the state of Namibia.
Amongst the actions taken to create
more security at the airport, Hangala
listed that the NAC has improved on
the airports emergency preparedness
recently; and has also reshaped the main
passenger’s screening point to comply
with the latest ICAO requirements such
as random, unpredictable and the use
of appropriate screening methods that

are capable of detecting the presence of
explosives and explosive devices carried
by passengers on their persons or in
cabin baggage
Touching on issues of congestion at
the airport, Hangala stated that the NAC
has already embarked upon the HKIA
upgrading Project currently estimated to
be worth N$245 million.
He added that a total of N$95.2 million
of this amount will come from NAC’s
own resources, while the remaining balance will be provided by the shareholder.
The upgrading project will include the
revamp and modernising of the check-in
and departure halls, security screening point, arrivals hall and the luggage
handling areas. Installation of a CCTV
and intrusion detection system at HKIA
has already commenced.
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Youth: Getting
ready for public
office
Leon Usigbe
WITH few or no opportunities to emerge as candidates for
elective offices—because they are too young or because they
have limited experience—some young Africans are now actively campaigning for a reduction in the age limit for running for
public office.
Young people, “can no longer be spectators, cheerleaders and
campaign merchants in the democratic process,” insists Samson Itodo, a Nigerian human rights activist and the executive
director of the Nigeria-based Youth Initiative for Advocacy,
Growth and Advancement (YIAGA Africa), a youth organization that promotes good governance, human rights and youth
political participation. YIAGA has offices in The Gambia,
Ghana, Liberia, Nigeria and Sierra Leone.
Using YIAGA Africa’s platform, Itodo and other youths
founded the Not Too Young to Run initiative in May 2016
to campaign for a reduction in the age limit on those vying
for political office. The campaign’s slogan is, “If you’re old
enough to vote, you’re old enough to run!” The campaign
receives financial and technical support from the Washington,
D.C.–based National Endowment for Democracy and National
Democratic Institute for International Affairs, the Democratic
Governance for Development Project of the UN Development
Programme and the Open Society Initiative for West Africa,
based in Dakar, Senegal.
Passing the bill
The Nigerian government last May ratified a constitutional
amendment that reduced the age limit for state legislators and
those in the federal House of Representatives from 30 years to
25 years, for senators and governors from 35 to 30 and for the
president from 40 to 35.
Itodo said they fought hard to achieve the feat. “The main
challenge was convincing legislators to vote in support of the
amendment. Dislodging political inequality is an uphill task
in a country like Nigeria,” he said. Campaigners began by
enlisting the support of what the activist referred to as “change
champions”—federal parliamentarians Tony Nwulu and
Abdulaziz Nyako—who introduced the amendments in both
chambers of Nigeria’s bicameral legislature—the Senate and
the House of Representatives. Even after both bodies approved
the amendments in July 2017, two-thirds of 36 states’ legislatures needed to approve before the bill could become law. At
that point, Itodo recalled, campaigners deployed robust tactics.
“Popularizing the campaign and galvanizing public action was
tough. Social media helped us set the public agenda and mobilise young people to participate in the campaign.”
After meeting with Itodo’s team in April 2018, Nigeria’s vice
president, Yemi Osinbajo, said, “The fact that you are old
enough to vote means you should be old enough to run.” The
vice president’s ruling party, the All Progressives Congress,
is up for reelection in February 2019 in what is likely to be
a close race, a factor not lost on pundits who suggest the
administration is supporting the initiative to gain youth votes in
the upcoming elections. President Muhammadu Buhari signed
the bill into law in May 2018, praising the campaigners for
establishing a “formidable legacy.”
The constitutional amendment “has energized our youth and
will further democratize the governance of our nation,” concurred Bukola Saraki, Nigeria’s Senate president, speaking on
behalf of his colleagues.
Global efforts launched
The global launch of the Not Too Young to Run campaign took
place in Geneva, Switzerland, in November 2016, at the first
UN Forum on Human Rights, Democracy and the Rule of Law.
The Office of the UN Secretary-General’s Envoy on Youth, the
UN Development Programme, the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, the Inter-Parliamentary Union,
the European Youth Forum and YIAGA jointly launched the
global campaign. The African Union (AU) and the Economic
Community of West African States (ECOWAS) also endorsed
the campaign in Africa. Passing laws that reduce age limits for
those holding public office is only a first step in getting young
people elected; the hard work involves (but is not limited to)
developing and articulating the best policy ideas during vigorous political campaigning, networking and getting logistical
and financial support.
Activists are optimistic about the possibility that other countries
will replicate the success in Nigeria. If that happens, the youth
will find more seats at the leadership table, and old politicians
could find it more difficult to exploit young people for selfish
ends. Time will tell.
- Africa Renewal
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PIC OF THE DAY

Toulouse, France; A 50ft mechanical spider is lowered from the Hôtel-Dieu roof during the Gardien du Temple show, performed by La
Machine theatre company.
Photograph: Eric Cabanis

THEORY OF INTEREST

DESMOND P VAN HEERDEN

THE ULTIMATE PENALTY
WITH violence once again the rage in
our nation, social media has been in uproar every time a new incident gets reported. Time and time again, the same
refrain is repeated, “bring back the death
penalty”, or “let him hang”, or “if I get
my hands on him”. If you browse the
comment section of every gruesome incident reported on by the Informanté, you
know this song, sung by supposedly moral and upstanding citizens of our nation.
These cries are often done in the name of
‘justice’, yet they are in reality calling for
vengeance. While the two terms may seem
to overlap a bit, they do come from two
entirely different places. Revenge is emotional, which is why the call of it seems so
strong in the aftermath of a crime, but justice is primarily rational. Revenge is personal, while justice is impartial. Revenge
is vindictive, while justice is vindication.
Revenge fuels revenge, the classic cycle
of violence as perpetrated by the mob;
justice on the other hand, seeks to bring
closure. Vengeance, ultimately, is about
retaliation, expressing rage, hatred and
spite, while justice concerns itself with
restoring balance – restorative justice.
Justice focuses on equity in punishment,
in restoring the social balance that was
upset by the crime. Revenge escalates,
while justice seeks to redress an imbalance.
It is clear why most humanists oppose the
death penalty – if everyone only has one
life to live, the loss of a single life, no
matter how irredeemable, is seen as abhorrent, and lessens all of us with its loss. Yet
we do not live in a country of humanists,
for the majority identify as Christian. To
those who support it, the words of Exodus 21:234 give them the right to vengeance, for it claims, “a life for a life, eye for
eye, tooth for tooth, hand for hand, foot
for foot.” They are too eager to forget the
Sermon of the Mount, where the progenitor of their religion, a certain Jesus, said
in Matthew 5:38, “You have heard that
it was said, ‘Eye for eye, and tooth for
tooth.’ But I tell you, do not resist an evil
person. If anyone slaps you on the right
cheek, turn to them the other cheek also.”
Once the fervour of vengeance and religious certainty has subsided, only then
do the proponents of the death penalty
attempt more conventional arguments.
Only now is it argued that the imposition of the death penalty will serve as a
deterrent to future crimes of the same
kind. Yet the facts do not support this.
Firstly, a deterrent only works if it is consistently and promptly employed. With a

criminal justice system that is run by people, we cannot claim that no errors will
be made, and thus no court would allow
for a quick execution after a crime until
it has been properly examined. As such,
executions are usually done quite a while
after the commission of a crime, and has
used a lot of court time and cost that could
have been used to resolve other crimes.
Secondly, a lot of these crimes that people
call the death penalty for are not planned, but
committed in the heat of the moment, under
emotional stress, or under the influence of
alcohol – when people are already unable
to appreciate the consequences of their actions. When a crime is planned, part of that
planning involves not getting caught, so the
perpetrator has already considered the risk

ble to use one citizen’s life to deter other
crimes they did not themselves commit?
Due to these reasons some people seem
to think that opposing the death penalty
implies a lack of sympathy for the victims, but the opposite is true. Rarely do
the families of murder victims feel that
another murder would make them feel better. Murder demonstrates a lack of respect
for human life. Life is precious, and death
is irrevocable, which makes murder abhorrent, and which should make state-authorized killing even more abominable.
It advocates that the brutality of violence
as the solution to society’s difficult problems, rather than reason. This is a terrible
example to set for citizens, or children!
The benefits of capital punishment are

of being executed before committing the
crime. Thirdly, if severe punishment can
deter crime, permanent imprisonment is
quite severe enough that it would deter any
rational person from committing that crime.
The data in jurisdictions that have the death
penalty have been unable to show that it
has deterred such crimes to any reasonable
degree. It is simply not a solution to the
problems we face. Yet there are many more
reasons not to employ the death penalty.
For one thing, it denies citizens the due
process of law, as the death penalty is the
ultimate penalty that cannot be revoked. It
does not allow the accused the opportunity to benefit from new forensic techniques
or collection of evidence which would allow for the reversal of a conviction. And
it is quite barbaric. We don’t punish those
convicted of assault by assaulting them,
so why should we kill killers? If it is to be
used as a deterrent, is it morally justifia-

quite vague, but the destruction of community decency it causes by glorifying
vengeance is not. Luckily, we live in a
country that recognises this. Article 6 of
the Namibian constitution, as entrenched
and protected against repeal by article 131,
reads: “The right to life shall be respected and protected. No law may prescribe
death as a competent sentence. No Court
or Tribunal shall have the power to impose
a sentence of death upon any person. No
executions shall take place in Namibia.”
For as Gandalf said to Frodo, “Many that live
deserve death. And some that die deserve
life. Can you give it to them? Then do not
be too eager to deal out death in judgment.
For even the very wise cannot see all ends.
Desmond P van Heerden, HonsBComm
(Stell) is the Chief Analytics Officer of Trustco Group Holdings Ltd. Previous articles
available online at http://toi.hopto.org/.
He can be contacted at DesmondV@tgh.na
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VALUE!

23.

99

N$

Freshmilk 2L

18.00

N$

19.

99

N$

Gendev Horse Mackerel 1kg Fish

Sunlight 1kg

34.99

N$

Rocky Road 2L

44.99

N$

9' Twinsaver
Toilet paper

26.99

N$

Rice Tastic
2Kg Pack

Rice Soft&Absorb
Tastic 2Kg

29.99

20.99

N$

Muesli Granola 400G

EACH

Rice W/
Grain Brown
Tastic 2Kg

N$

Cremora
800g

23.

N$

Jungle Oats 1Kg

99
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Flipside
CHRIS JACOBIE

Values not Free
NAMIBIA can no longer ignore the alarm bells of disintegrating values and responsibility
on nearly every level, that must be recognised before it can be addressed.
The problem is that tried and tested values of Namibian communities are subjected to a
tyranny of a minority who also treat the silence and tolerance of the silent majority with
contempt.
Namibians are being robbed of their innocence and insulted as primitive or ignorant,
because they maintain traditions and deeply entrenched cultural rules that their communities live and die by.
The vocal minority and individual rebels without causes portray countrymen and women
as backward and simple-minded because they live by simple and uncomplicated rules and
don’t demand much.
By now, Namibians have learned through the wonder of technology that those who
shouts the loudest do not care the most, but only about themselves. The silent majority
and law-abiding victims suffers the most, but bear their burden in silence and with bravery.
That is why the loudest until today did not lift a finger to run to the defence of women
who are betrayed on social media platforms as prostitutes and the successful in life as
suspects of vice. That is shameful cowardice only overtaken by arrogance. While they spit
venom the mothers cry tears of blood and the choir of self-interest is not there to wipe the
tears.
However, the very least they are entitled to is respect for an uncomplicated way of life
and therefore they should not be the prey of the political ambitious who float from opportunity to opportunity.
The most basic values of Namibians are simple and it cannot be replaced by values
across the oceans and in foreign lands of the vast corners of the world.
Off course, Namibia is the product of the international community, but what Namibia
cannot and should never be is the slave of imported influences that erode their core values.
The vast differences between the South African and Namibian history, society and liberation should also be appreciated by everyday Namibians.
A lot of popular slogans of the past have not only lost their meaning and purpose due to
a growing sense of nationhood, but became unacceptable in today’s Namibia. The struggle for Namibia was FOR freedom as an independent nation, while South Africans fought
against apartheid.
But much worse than racial discrimination is the ethical discrimination and superiority
of principle. It simply means that personal values above all else are paraded as the only
standard under the cover of innocence and a pretence of general kindness.
Unfortunately the arrogant will never ponder the possibility of being wrong, but will
always point an accusing finger at the honest, good, hard-working and law-abiding members of society.
The fact of Namibia is that nearly all Namibians from all walks of life are trying to do
good by others and mean well. Most will always try again, not matter how many times
they are disappointed or fail, because to be good far outstrips the desire to be evil.
Namibians are not going to make progress in establishing national and unshakeable core
values as long as the absence of values are tolerated and contempt for human life of a few
are casting a shadow of doubt on the decent and silent majority with core values.
Some of the most lasting traditions of Namibia that can rightly claim credit for peace and
reconciliation is that everybody was brought up to love their neighbour. The generosity of
a culture of care and share is legendary and as old as Namibian history itself.
There are communities where it is a taboo to send a stranger away without offering them
something to drink or to eat and it is so important to their pride that they will share the last
scrap with the most disagreeable of strangers.
In general, Namibians believe that a handshake is a bond and it is common to introduce
people to each other where they shake hands on meeting.
Most Namibians are educated by their grandmothers and they revere their grandfathers
as the protectors and the lions of the community. Grandmothers are still today bringing up
more children than parents, because it is a norm and a fine tradition.
Namibians generally are accepting responsibility for their mistakes and additionally most
are brought up that to apologise is not enough, but there is a price to pay and that damage
must be repaired to heal wounds.
Most importantly, the weak of society must be protected and assisted.
The emergency rooms cannot be where the rivers of blood of women and children meet,
and the police stations are the walls on which citizens pound their fist in despair because
the animals caught are released to go on a continuous rampage.
In a society that took it upon itself to judge every next citizen and look for the worst
there will be not justice left, because there will be no Namibian standard to hold them to.
To make matters worse, the minimum standard of almost every Namibian are accused of
being too high, too harsh and too old-fashioned to be regarded as reasonable.
The biggest pain to bear is to see innocent people looking if they themselves are not
guilty, or contributed in any way to the bad decisions and actions of others.
When the innocent feels guilty about the evil of others, the guilty first go free and then
on a rampage.
Namibians must not lose their innocence, and let the guilty get amnesty.
Only then Namibia will be free, because it is just.
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MARKET RECAP

DOWN

UP

NSX STOCKS
NAMIBIA BREWERIES
AGRA LTD
ORYX PROPERTIES LTD
CAPRICORN INVESTMENT
GROUP
LETSHEGO HOLDINGS - NAM
NAMIBIA ASSET
MANAGEMENT LTD
NIMBUS INFRASTRUCTURE
LIMITED
STIMULUS INVESTMENT
LIMITED
BIDVEST NAMIBIA LTD
NICTUS HOLDINGS - NAM
FIRSTRAND NAMIBIA
LIMITED
TRUSTCO GROUP
HOLDINGS LTD

COMMODITIES
BRENT CRUDE OIL
GOLD
PLATINUM

31 October to 6 November 2018

CODE

PRICE

%

VOLUME

VALUE

NBS
AGR
ORY
CGP

48.00
1.49
20.20
16.08

4.35%
0.68%
0.25%
0.06%

16
17
1 238
127

749
26
25 013
2 047

9 936
152
1 576
8 313

LHN
NAM

3.94
0.64

-

-

8
-

2 000
136

NUSP

11.00

-

-

-

116

SILP

121.29

-

-

-

564

BVN
NHL
FNB

7.69
1.80
43.63

(0.14%)

41

1 788

1 630
95
11 693

8.00

(2.79%)

707

5 697

7 816

TUC/TTO

PRICE
72.13
1 223.80
873.20

FOREIGN EXCHANGE PRICE
N$ PER US$
N$ PER £
N$ PER €

WEEKLY market review

14.16
18.56
16.24

%
(4.98%)
0.10%
4.15%

%
(3.03%)
0.05%
(1.95%)

THE local market was quite active
this week, with the NSX Local
index up 0.03% at 625, and the
NSX Overall Index up 5.52% to
close at 1309. As at 6 November,
FirstRand Namibia was the largest
local company on the exchange,
with market capitalization of N$11.7
billion, followed by Namibia Breweries with N$9.9 billion, Capricorn
Investment Group with N$8.3 billion, and Trustco Group with N$7.8
billion. Namibia Breweries lead the
market with growth of 4.35% to
close at N$48 per share, with Agra
Ltd in second place with growth of
0.68% to close at N$1.49 per share.
In terms of volume, Oryx Properties
lead the market with N$14 million
worth of shares traded, with Trustco

MARKET CAP

GLOBAL INDICES

PRICE

%

NSX LOCAL
NSX ALL SHARE
JSE TOP 40
S&P 500
UK FTSE 100
EURO STOXX 50
HANG SENG

625
1 309
48 067
2 755
7 041
3 207
26 121

0.03%
5.52%
8.00%
2.71%
0.07%
1.92%
6.25%

Group in second place with N$5.6
million worth of shares traded.
The local currency gained 3.03%
against the US Dollar, to close at
N$14.16 per USD, and lost 0.05%
against the British Pound, to close
at N$18.56 per GBP. It closed at
N$16.24 against the Euro, a gain of
1.95%. Capricorn Investment Group
held their AGM last week, and announced that all ordinary resolutions tabled were passed by the
requisite majority.
After the AGM, the group announced the retirement of non-executive director MK Shikongo, who
has been on the board since 2001,
and he was thanked for his counsel
and contribution to the group over
the years.

A Total N$20 million to cater for setting-up of fund

BON & DBN SIGN
SME AGREEMENT
THE Bank of Namibia
(BoN) and the Development Bank of Namibia
(DBN) this week signed a
Memorandum of Agreement that will operationalise the Government’s
SME Financing Strategy.
Zorena Jantze
Speaking at the press briefing, CEO
of DBN, Martin Inkumbi, stated
that the SME Financing Strategy,
which originated from the Namibia
Financial Sector Strategy (NFSS), is
aimed at addressing limited access
to finance and support services for
SMEs in Namibia. A total of N$20
million will be spent on the implementation of this fund. Inkumbu,
however, added that this is just a
mere drop in the ocean and more
funds will be injected into the fund.
Approved by Cabinet, on 6 June
2018, the Strategy comprises of three
interlinked facilities, namely Mentoring and Coaching Programme, Credit
Guarantee Scheme and the Venture
Capital Fund. “These facilities are
complementary as they serve SMEs
at different stages of growth and
maturity. SMEs have the potential to
contribute significantly to economic
growth, employment creation and
poverty alleviation,” Inkumbu stated.
He added that the sector, however,
faces numerous challenges, includ-

INKED: From left to Right: CEO of DBN, Martin Inkumbi and Governor for the
Bank of Namibia, Iipumbu Shiimi. 		
Photo: Zorena Jantze

ing inadequate capacity and limited
access to finance.
“It is therefore important that this
sector is supported in order for it to
optimally contribute to Namibia’s
socio-economic development. The
SME Financing Strategy thus aims
to ensure that multiple challenges are
addressed in a targeted and effective
manner,” he said.
He further explained that the
Mentoring and Coaching Programme
is designed to enhance business and
financial management for enterprises
to effectively and efficiently manage their businesses. He added that
building on capacity development
through the Mentoring and Coaching
Programme, the Credit Guarantee
Scheme, will ensure that bankable
SMEs that require debt financing but

lack collateral are able to get loans
from lending institutions.
“This is done through a shared risk
arrangement between the government, lending institutions and the
borrowers. At a certain stage in their
lifespan, businesses aiming to expand
and grow into thriving enterprises
will require more than debt financing,
they will need direct investment in
the form of equity.
That’s where the Venture Capital
Fund comes in which is intended to
grow selected high-potential companies into new industrial leaders of
Namibia.
The Fund will spur innovative
products and services that have the
potential to create employment and
grow the economy sustainably,”
Inkumbu concluded.

Business confidence edges up despite economic struggle
Business Reporter
THE Bank of Namibia (BoN) has
released selected statistical data for
September 2018 that cover, amongst
others, the extension of credit to the
private sector (PSCE).
Total credit extended to the private
sector rose by 7.3% compared to
September 2017 - the fastest pace on
an annual basis since May 2017 - to
N$95.3 billion in September 2018.
Compared to August 2018, PSCE
increased by 0.6%, which was below
the increase in August (1 .5%), but the
fourth strongest this year.
Credit extended to the business sector increased on an annual basis (com-

pared to September 2017) to 6.0%
from 5.2% in August, while credit
extended to individuals slowed down
slightly from 7.0% in August to 6.9%.
On a month-on-month basis (September compared to August) credit
extension slowed down from 0.8% to
0.5% (for individuals) and from 2.4%
to 0.8% for businesses.
Compared to the beginning of
2018, credit extended to businesses
expanded faster (5.2%) than credit
extended to individuals (4.0%). At the
same time in 2017, credit extended
to the private sector had increased by
only 2.2% compared to the beginning
of 2017, while credit extended to individuals had grown slightly stronger
(4.3%) than so far this year.
Individuals continue to absorb most

To view all our vehicles, specs and prises please go to

of total credit extended (58.6%),
while businesses absorbed 40.2%. The
remaining 1.2% are extended to the
non-resident private sector.
Individuals have borrowed a total of
N$55.8 billion, up by N$279 million
compared to August, while businesses borrowed N$38.3 billion, up by
NAD308 million.
Mortgages accounted for 52.1%
of total PSCE, the same share as in
August, totaling N$49.7 billion. Mortgage accounted for 68.3% of total
funds for individuals (N$38.1 billion),
while they accounted for 30.3% of
total funds borrowed by businesses
(N$11.6 billion). The total amount
of mortgages extended to individuals
increased stronger (5.0%) than mortgages extended to businesses (3.1%)

since the beginning of 2018. Compared to September 2017, mortgages
extended to individuals rose by 7.9%
and mortgages extended to businesses
by 4.9%. Both increases are some
of the lowest year-on-year increases
during 2018.
While mortgages extended to individuals rose slightly stronger since
the beginning of 2018 (5.0%) than
between the beginning of 2017 and
September 2017 (4.9%), mortgages
extended to businesses could not keep
pace so far this year compared to
the first nine months in 2017 – 3.1%
compared to 4.3%.
Commenting on these statistics,
Research Associate at the Economic
Association of Namibia (EAN),
Klaus Schade, stated that the stronger

growth in credit extended to the
private sector compared to credit
extended to individuals is in general a
welcome sign since households (individuals) are already highly indebted.
He added that loans are often used
for non-productive purposes.
He, however, stated other loans and
overdrafts advanced to businesses
have increased more rapidly, by
20.0% and 3.7% respectively since the
beginning of the year, than mortgage
loans. At the same time, leasing transactions dropped by 6.9% since the
beginning of 2018. Schade warmed
that these figures are indicative of the
economic headwinds businesses are
facing in general and the cash flow
challenges in particular that result in
increasing overdrafts.

SUZUKI NAMIBIA
www.suzuki.na

www.webuycarsnam.com.na

Limited Stock

WINDHOEK

23 Hosea Kutako Drive | Tel - 061 259227 | 061 258840,
Divan 081 363 5835, Charl 081 168 0968 or Wouter 081 333 7016

SWAKOPMUND

C/o Nelson Mandela Ave & Edison Street, New Industrial | Tel – 064 462033,
Japie 0818167128 or Morne 0811279665

DM0201800308914 JM

N$ 139 900
2014 models for N$ 189 900
2016 models for N$ 209 900

2011 models for

DM0201800319925 JM

Nissan NP300 2.5TD 4x4 D/Cab
Clearance Sale
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HALF
THE
SIZE,
HALF
THE
PRICE

Great Top Score quality, now in a 5kg poly laminated bag.
Available in stores countrywide.
*New 5kg bag available for half the price of the 10kg Top Score poly laminated bag.
Prices may vary, subject to retailer.

Super strong| Waterproof | Reusable | Easy to carry

a proud product
of Namib Mills

UBI CARITAS GRAVESTONES
1 Parsons Street, Southern Industrial, Windhoek

Tel: +264 61 305 669 ● +264 81 127 2864 - Fax: +264-61 308 357 - E-mail:mfamily@iway.na
for a catalogue Photo Gallery of gravestones on our website: www.ubicaritasgranitenam.com
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2013 TOYOTA COROLLA 1.6
PROFESSIONAL 90 000KM

2016 LAND CRUISER 200 SERIES 4.5
DIESEL VX AT 72 000KM

N$129 900

N$ 995 000

2015 AURIS 1.6 XR CVT,
80 000KM

2017 AVANZA 1.3 SX MT
18 000KM

N$199 900

N$225 000

2013 YARIS 1.3P 3DR MT, AC,
51 000KM

N$109 900

2016 FORTUNER 2.4 GD6 RB MT
55 000KM

2015 TOYOTA HILUX 3.0 D4D
LEGEND 45 4X4 AT, 150 000KM

2014 TOYOTA FORTUNER 3.0 ,D-4D,
4X4, AT, 110 000KM

2015 TOYOTA FORTUNER 3.0 D4D,
4X4, AT, 78 000KM

N$ 365 000

N$350 000

N$349 000

N$395 000

2015 TOYOTA HILUX 3.0 D4D D/C
4X4 AT, LEGEND 45, 140 000KM

2014 TOYOTA COROLLA 1.6
PRESTIGE 82 000KM

2017 TOYOTA HILUX 2.8 GD6 D/C,
RB, MT, 20 000KM

2016 HILUX DC 2.8 GD6 RAIDER
4X4 AT - 72 000KM

2016 TOYOTA HILUX 4.0 V6 RAIDER,
4X4, AT, D/C, 35 000KM

2012 MERCEDES BENZ GL500 AT
112 000KM

N$350 000

N$ 185 000

N$429 000

N$ 475 000

N$539 900

N$325 000

6 36068682 121

1 36054002 121

www.informante.web.na • 061-275 4700 • winna@tgh.na

0

Find us on

14 36073327 121

1 36054870 121

6 36056988 121

You could also win

N$ 10 000
(Double for Legal Shield members)

Visit the address below to view all winning numbers: www.informante.web.na/ads

How do I win?
Check the number in the yellow block on the front page

CONGRATULATIONS
Mr Mateus Kondongo

N$ 20 000

N$ 1.6 MILLION
STILL OUT THERE

Last week’s numbers
1 36031494 120 | 3 36047403 120 |
8 36048362 120 | 6 36034541 120

Visit Informanté’s Facebook page for more details on how you can win, how you can claim your prize as well as all the Ts & Cs. Errors & Omissions Excepted (E&OE).
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A member of

#RiseAndShine

with an ESME Business
Current Account
Whatever your vision, our ESME
Business Current Account has been
specifically designed to suit the
unique needs of visionaries like you.
Together we can make it reality.
To get started SMS ESME to 29462.
www.bankwindhoek.com.na

Daantjie Louw

Book Owners

Cell

Town

INGO KLITZKE (FAX 225304)
CHRISTINA

0811245063
0812112820

KEETMANSHOOP

GERRIE BOLTMAN

0812204100

MARIENTAL

HARE KRUGER

0812552700

OTJIWARONGO

ARNO LOOTS

0812860149

OKAHANDJA

LAPPIES LABUSHANGE

0812774414

ONDANGWA

SPEEDY SPORTS

0811274697

SWAKOPMUND

TROFFIE VAN DER COLFF

0811287650

SWAKOPMUND

WERNER BAAS

0811279789

SWAKOPMUND

MARINUS OLIVIER

0811220165

TSUMEB

PERCY VAN ZYL

0811242022

WALVISBAAI

ABE LOUW

0811241871

WINDHOEK

ALBERTO ENGELBRECHT

0814970307

WINDHOEK

ANDREW LOUW

0812775249

WINDHOEK

DANIE VD MERWE

0811245073

WINDHOEK

ELSABE ENGELBRECHT

0812701635

WINDHOEK

IRCHEM TREIBER

0812882111

WINDHOEK

JOHAN GERICKE

0814063215

WINDHOEK

MAIKE PRICKETT

0812716144

WINDHOEK

MYNIE VAN WYK

0811273777

WINDHOEK

PIETER ROSSOUW

0813919848

WINDHOEK

SHAUN FINCH

0811241271

WINDHOEK

STEFAN KLOSE

0811484713

WINDHOEK

STEVEN DELPORT

0811243769

WINDHOEK

TRACY VERMEULEN

0812734708

WINDHOEK

WILLIE MODLER (DANLOU MOTORS)

0811295535

WINDHOEK

WYNAND LOUW

0812162875

WINDHOEK
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Sheer
Driving Pleasure

BOTSWANA VOTER REGISTRATION PERIOD - 3RD SEPTEMBER 11TH NOVEMBER 2018
Notice is hereby given to all Botswana citizens resident in Namibia that
GENERAL REGISTRATION will be conducted at the BOTSWANA
HIGH COMMISSION (101 NELSON MANDELA AVENUE, KLEIN
WINDHOEK) from the 3rd SEPTEMBER 2018 to the 11th
NOVEMBER 2018 (both dates inclusive).

Qualifications for registration are:
1. CITIZENSHIP OF BOTSWANA;
2. POSSESSION OF VALID IDENTITY CARD (OMANG); and
3. ATTAINANCE OF THE AGE EIGHTEEN (18) YEARS.

The polling station will operate as follows:
1. WEEKDAYS (MONDAY - FRIDAY)
- 08H00 - 13H00.
- 14H00 - 16H30.
Thank you.

MISSING!!!

Responds to the name Urie.
Went missing in Nelson Mandela Avenue, Klein Windhoek.
If seen please contact 081 260 6336 / 081 250 2389.

Email: info@toolco.com.na | ALL YOUR HAND TOOL NEEDS

SPECIAL
183 PC 4 TIER
STEEL TOOL
BOX

N$ 1 399.95

183 PC
HOME
TOOL BOX
STEEL

N$729.95

170 PC
HOUSEHOLD
T/BOX

N$549.95

201 PC TOOL
MACH SET

N$829.95

DELIVERIES WHINDHOEK AREA ONLY, WHILE STOCKS LAST
OVER 400 PRODUCTS TO CHOOSE FROM

ADVERTS

08 November - 14 November 2018
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WHAT
ARE
YOU
SAVING
FOR?

Tel: +264 61 434 8000 | Web: www.tbn.na

T

HE first step to saving money is to figure out
how much you spend. Keep track of all your
expenses—that means every coffee, household
item and cash tip.
Once you have an idea of what you spend in a
month, you can begin to organise your recorded
expenses into a workable budget.
Now that you’ve made a budget, create a
savings category within it. Try to save 10 to 15
percent of your income.
Review your budget and check your progress
every month. Not only will this help you stick to
your personal savings plan, but it also helps you
identify and fix problems quickly. These simple
ways to save may even inspire you to save more
money every day and hit your goals faster.
Financial independence
The measuring stick for being rich is different
depending on who you talk to. However, the one
thing that the notion of “being rich or wealthy”
means to most people is having financial
independence and savings to depend on. Calling
your own shots, financially speaking, means
having the freedom to make choices in your life
separate from earning a pay cheque.
This may mean being able to take a vacation
whenever you want to, leaving work and going
back to school to switch careers, starting your
own business or investing in someone else’s
start-up, helping family members, taking on
a lesser paying job that is more personally
satisfying than financially beneficial, or a
big one these days - retiring when you want
to rather than working because you have to.

2 FREE
PILLOWS

N$

NOW N$2 599

N$378

N$199

Deposit N$500 Total N$9 572

Deposit N$260 Total N$5 036

X 24 months

X 24 months

•

CR

N$

200

BY

MART
YS

CASH

LAY-BYS WELCOME! FIND OUT MORE!

E DIT • L

N$

32”
LED

400

•
32” LED TV
10073460

NOW N$2 599

NOW N$3 999

N$215

N$328

X 18 months

Why Save with Trustco Bank?

HD
READY

INFINITY E7
CELLPHONE
10186544

Deposit N$520 Total N$4 390

Financial independence isn’t the same as
being rich, but not having to depend on receiving
a certain pay cheque can sure make you feel rich
beyond your wildest dreams! Having savings
that you can rely on is what it takes to become
“rich,” no matter how you define it.
Talk amongst your families about sharing the
cost and think about wedding dates that suit
everyone’s pocket.

Y-

152cm BLUE MIST
QUEEN BASE SET
10188619

NOW N$4 999

A

300

BU

N$

Watch your savings grow

NU-BRUCE ROBE
320

300

•
•
•

X 18 months

YEAR
WARRANTY

Deposit N$800 Total N$6 704

ON LED TV AND REFRIGERATORS

•

Aussenkehr • Eenhana • Gobabis • Grootfontein • Henties Bay • Independence Avenue • Kalahari Sands • Katima Mulilo
• Keetmanshoop • Kuisebmund • Luderitz • Mariental • Nkurenkuru • Okahandja • Okahao • Okuryangava • Ombalantu • Omuthiya
• Ondangwa 1 • Ondangwa 2 • Okahao • Oranjemund • Oshakati • Otavi • Otjiwarongo • Opuwa • Redcross, Independence Avenue •
Rehoboth • Rosh Pinah • Ruacana • Rundu • Swakopmund • Tsumeb • Walvis Bay • Windhoek

NEW STORES OPEN: ONDANGWA 2 – Olunkono Centre, Ondangwa 2

www.furnmart.africa
Furnmart Namibia

@furnmartnamibia

KUISEBMOND – 6th street, Kuisebmond, Walvis bay
Instalment prices displayed include VAT, interest, insurance, deposit as per legislation and any administration fees , but exclude delivery charges and club fees. Terms subject to credit
approval. Accessories are optional extras. Bring your ID and latest payslip or last 3 month’s bank statement to ensure rapid response to your credit application. We will beat any price
on presentation of a written quote from another Retailer within 10km of the Furnmart store, provided they have stock available. Products may vary from photograph. Pictures are for
illustration purposes only. No dealers allowed. Limited quantities. Handset specifications subject to change without notice. While stocks last. Errors and omissions expected.

Switch/5004758A

PRICES VALID FROM 8 NOVEMBER - 12 NOVEMBER 2018. HURRY WHILE STOCKS LAST.

•
•
•

Competitive Interest Rates (TBN is
currently leading the market in terms of
rates).
Compound Interest which allows your
funds to grow at a much quicker pace as
opposed to simple interest.
Your Capital (Own Money) is guaranteed –
NO Charges!
ZERO Admin fees or commission is
charged on all investments.
Additional deposits can be made via EFT,
allowing you the benefit & freedom to
transact in your comfort zone and reaching
your target much quicker.
Your funds are 100% secured.
Statement sent monthly via SMS and
email allowing you to keep track of your
Savings.
Exclusive Internal Customer Service.
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Die Ideale Kers Geskenk
Kry jou bundel met ‘n uiteenlopende
mengelmoes van diep, eg-menslike
stories wat ‘n kykie gee op ons
weerloosheid. ‘n Boek reg uit die hart
van Namibia, Rehoboth.
Geskryf deur skrywers wat weet hoe
om Afrikaanse woorde inmekaar te vleg, dat
die mooiheid van die taal sterk na vore kom.

Kontak:

Noriene

0811480888
Of

Didi

www.informante.web.na
061-275 4716/4715/4714/4713

0812563113

THE FUN

SALE

VALID FROM 8 TO 12 NOVEMBER 2018

3

4K

SMART

USB
2

TOTAL NETT
CAPACITY

344l

WAS N$23 999

BLACK
FINISH
WATER
DISPENSER

N$19 999
MEGA
SAVE

N$4 000

• 65UK6400
• 10199663

N$3 499
MEGA
SAVE

N$300

Dep N$350 + N$266 x 24 mths
Total payment N$6 734

Windhoek: Shop 14, Maerua lifestyle centre. (061) 303 840

N$1 799

N$700

MEGA
SAVE

91cm GOBI EUROTOP
SINGLE BASE SET
•
•
•
•
•

Poly Wool Technology
Luxury Laminated Fabrics
Classic bonnel spring unit
Never turn technology
Edge tech foam encased
side support
• Eco friendly durapad
• 10187847

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

N$200

Dep N$360 + N$129 x 18 mths
Total payment N$2 682

FRIDGE/FREEZER

CELLPHONE Y3 2018

3 x Transparent Freezer Drawers
Semi-Auto Defrost
A Energy Rating
Movable Balconies
Water Dispenser
3L Water Tank
Electronic Thermostat
LED Interior Lighting
KBF639K+WD
10190055

• 10186568

WAS N$16 999

WAS N$5 799

N$14 999

N$5 499

MEGA
SAVE

EXCLUSIVE

N$5 799
Dep N$580 + N$438 x 24 mths
Total payment N$11 092

65” UHD TV

FREE
PILLOW

WAS N$1 999

MEGA
SAVE

Dep N$4 000 + N$1 600 x 18 mths
Total payment N$32 800

WAS N$3 799

WAS N$6 499

N$2 000

MEGA
SAVE

N$300

Dep N$1 700 + N$1 275 x 24 mths
Total payment N$32 300

Dep N$550 + N$416 x 24 mths
Total payment N$10 534

4-PIECE NILE BEDROOM
SUITE

5-PIECE HEATH PATIO SET

• Imported
• Solid veneer wood
• Modern Design
• 10187525

Swakopmund: Corner Schlachter and Moses Garoeb street. (064) 419 600

•
•
•
•
•

EXCLUSIVE

www.homecorp.africa

Home Corp Namibia

Imported
Glass-topped table
Cane weave effect
YK26
25203

@homecorpnamibia

Instalment prices displayed include VAT, interest, insurance, deposit as per legislation and any administration fees, but exclude delivery charges and club fees. Terms subject to credit approval. Accessories are optional extras. Bring your ID and latest payslip or last 3 month’s bank statement to ensure rapid response to your credit
application. We will beat any price on presentation of a written quote from another Retailer within 10km of the Home Corp store, provided they have stock available. Products may vary from photograph. Pictures are for illustration purposes only. No dealers allowed. Limited quantities. Handset specifications subject to change
without notice. While stocks last. Errors and omissions expected.

Switch/5004748A

65”
UHD
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ENTERTAINMENT

Celebrating local and international designers

GLITZ & GLAMOUR AT
WINDHOEK FASHION WEEK
THIS week, models, designers and all fashion enthusiasts
are celebrating the Windhoek
Fashion Week 2018 - a platform
where local and international
designers showcase their taste
for colour and fabulous runway
threads with innate glamour and
chic.
Zorena Jantze

W

ith multiple shows over a 5-day period,
the fashion week started on Monday this
week, with fashion talks hosted at the Goethe
centre.
The event, which is returning for its third
installment, will see South African designers
such as Mxolisi Luke Mkhize, returning for a
second time to the Fashion Week. Last year,
the self-taught emerging designer impressed
with his Beautiful Nightmare collection –
which included pieces from his Black Indulgence and Zulu 100 collection which showed
at SA Fashion Week.
In addition, Nivaldo Thiery from Mozambique, will also be among the numerous international designers to showcase at the event.
The event will also cater for upcoming
designers as students from the College of the

OUTSTANDING: Maria Nempembe to debute
her collection Boss.
Photo: Contributed

Arts will show their talent for the first time to
industry.
Renowned Designer Melisa Poulton, will be

the first designer to showcase her work today
with her collection called Funky Tunes, which
mostly consists of summer clothing with
vibrant colours.
Poulton stated that this collection is more
suitable for the festive season as people can
wear it while enjoying their hot December
holiday. In contrast, the event will be closed
by Maria Nempembe, who stated that she is
very excited for this year’s fashion week as
she will be showcasing her most elaborate
collection titled, Boss from her fashion line,
Ria.
“I’m very excited about the Windhoek Fashion week, and over the fact that I will be shutting down the event, Boss is my most thought
through collection yet, and I look forward to
showcasing it,” Nempembe stated.
Without giving away too much detail of her
collection, Nepembe stated that Boss features
corporate, as well as authentic African.
The sizzling line up of the Windhoek fashion
week will also showcase designers such as
Simeone Johannes, who won the award for the
Best Emerging Namibian designer award and
the Simply You Awards and talented designers
such as, House of Cyndie, Shalom Tailoring,
Malina, House of Tsatago, Hilly June from
Ghana and Ulo Desings on the final day of
fashion week.
Tickets for the event are available at Events
Today. Front Row tickets cost N$250 while
standard tickets are N$150.

One on One with Shines
Zorena Jantze
WITH more than six years in
the entertainment industry as an
aspiring singer, self-taught pianist,
guitarist and actor, the multi-talented vocalist Samuel Shinedima,
better known as Samuel Shines,
has kept the pace constricted and
unswerving after discovering his
love for the stage.
Being born in Tsumeb, Namibia,
the 27-year-old explains that he
started off a s a live singer performing with his piano and guitar,
but due to public demand decided
to start recording music.
Ever since, his first single, tilted
Boo’d Up, has received much attention from R&B fans in country,
with his song receiving 1,500
downloads.
“Boo’d up is based on a true

story and is reflective of feelings
I felt at that time. Sometimes unforeseen circumstances separate
you from the ones you care about.
This inspired me to pen down the
lyrics to this song,” Shines stated.
Though he first started as a
rapper, the self-taught pianist/
guitarist later started working on
his vocal skills, mastering the art
of singing until he attained the
basics of holding a note. Being a
pianist from the very young age,
he started performing at local
events by doing covers in Florida
to Cape Town during his university years until his returned to the
Namibia.
The vocalist, however, maintains that he is more academic
oriented, as he can do music in
his free time. His first performance was at the first SongNight
Show for 2017 and he lately

67

90

associated with the multi-award
winning RnB Queen Ann Singer
by doing a couple of shows
together in Windhoek City.
With his soulful sound, the
colour of romance in his voice
and his charismatic stage
character, Shines explained
that the Namibian music
industry is lacking in male
singers who can really hit a
note.
“I want to reshape the
music industry, fuse old
school and contemporary sounds together
and create good music,”
Shines stated.
Young, talented
and passionate
about R&B music,
Shines is an artist to
VOCALIST: Samuel Shinedima.
look out for on the Na
Photo: Contributed
mibian music industry.

MATO,
SLICE OF TO
F CHEESE, A
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H
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S
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RS PATTIES
USTARD SAU
M
&
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H
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EL
R
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GHERKINS,

T&Cs apply. No substitutes on product offered. While stocks last. © Famous Brands Management Company (Pty) Ltd 2018.

NEVILLE BASSON

Lemon and Herb,
why, why, why???
Dear Nando’s,
The last time I wrote a love letter to someone
was roughly 30 years ago out of sheer
desperation. The pain of facing the reality
that you don’t want me anymore has left me
speechless.
I remember the year you came into my life, if
my memory serves me well it could be roughly
1996. By that time I was in a steady relationship
with Kentucky Fiver, a box of chicken and
chips that left me with a kapunda in my early
20’s.
Since cheating on a partner has never been my
(intention) tog...I saw it fit to go on a date with
you for the first time. I walked into your room,
just across PricewaterhouseCoopers. Your
seductive nature immediately set me up when
you gave me two choices to settle into comfort.
Your options of Lemon & Herb and Peri-Peri
were just out of this world.
Since I didn’t use alcohol at the time I deemed
your Peri-Peri option as a flavour only for the
babalaas of Namibian society. You took my
taste buds by storm, I could not believe that
combination of flavours melting away in my
mouth. I immediately wrote a letter to Kentucky
Fiver, telling her sorry…two relationships in my
book can’t run concurrently.
I started to meet a few people back then who
became regulars every lunch time at Nando’s,
I can name them…Lazarus Jacobs, Goms
Manetti, Andrew Ndishishi goede. We would
meet there every lunch hour discussing the
future of Nudo and Swapo. We decided right
there at the tables of Nando’s whether Tate Kulu
should get a 3rd term or not.
The day the Brave Warriors beat Bafana Bafana
was one of the biggest sporting joys in 1997 I
enjoyed, we went straight to Nando’s to go and
celebrate mbuae . Nando’s, so many side chicks
came along the way trying to wrestle my loyalty
away from you. Hungry Lion tried it with me,
mara I only had eyes and taste buds for you,
there was just nothing that would separate us.
Your chicken livers and prego rolls were my
only consolation if mevrou decided not to cook
that day. Now all I’m saying is that there was
never any hunch in your taste, nor your service
that suggested you found someone new. I pride
myself that I’ve been faithful and transparent
with you if I went to Papa G’s. Hulle is nxa,
mara your lemon and herb flavours always took
me right back to you tog my skattebol.
The devastating news I faced last week when
you left me for dead when I tried to make a
late night booty call around 01h15 at Engen…I
found another flavour there that I don’t know
from anywhere vakwetu !
How on earth can you just decide to leave
me in the middle of the night, no goodbyes,
nothing...f*kol…nee man daai is k*k maniere
sowaar!
If you can please, please respond to my letter
and explain why why, why…in the meantime,
don’t blame me if you hear stories of me
visiting Papa G’s, Hungry Lion or KFC. You
just made a real flerrie out of me.
I also hope you are not in a relationship with
Gigaba currently, rumors are that’s the case!
If so, is oraait I wish both of you a happy life
together...such freakiness I don’t need in my life!
Hope to hear from you soon.
Much love
xxxx
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CIVIL ENGINEER:
CONCRETE SPECIALIST
OHORONGO CEMENT is operating a world class cement factory near Otavi in northern
Namibia. This is one of the most modern cement plants in Africa and proudly Namibian. To
ensure the continued excellence of this cement plant, we are looking for highly motivated
employees who will contribute in different positions with their individual skills to the success of
the plant. As an important player in the Namibian economy, Ohorongo Cement reduces
unemployment, develops skills and delivers cement of world class quality to Namibia and
abroad.
Reporting to the Quality Assurance Manager, the incumbent will provide on-time, relevant and
accurate technical advice to customers to ensure that the Ohorongo Cement products are
utilized according to the set specifications and standards. The incumbent will provide
documentation to substantiate the product quality and receive and address any cement product
quality related customer complaints. He/she will provide customers with technical support to
determine any unique needs and advise them on our best product and mix design to meet their
requirements. The scope of customer support is primarily focused on the ready-mix concrete
industry, with a special focus on larger projects, but also includes precast customers and
concrete repairs. He/she will provide technical support to the Projects team for any civil works
done at the Sargberg factory or depots. This position is based at Plant Sargberg, situated
between Otavi and Tsumeb, but the person must be willing to do regular customer visits. The
expected ratio between office work and customer visits is around 50/50.
Responsibilities
•
•
•
•
•
•

Receive, evaluate and respond to all requests for technical support from customers as per
coordination with Quality Assurance Manager and Sales Manager.
Provide concrete mix designs and optimization of mix designs for customers in cooperation
with the concrete laboratory at the plant. Perform cost calculations for mix designs.
Actively participate in customer’s research efforts when requesting surety that Ohorongo
Cement products are the cement of choice in the region.
Ensure that customer complaints or inquiries relative to the quality of Ohorongo Cement
product are resolved in time, effectively and efficiently. Communicate feedback to
customers and relevant internal departments.
Collect customer feedback, ideas/wishes and evaluate them in terms of technical feasibility
and advice via the Quality Assurance Manager.
In the absence of the Quality Assurance Manager, assist in the performance of their duties
as requested. Assist the Plant Manager in technical presentations and technical support,
attend and participate in meetings as and when required to do so.

Requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

B degree in Civil Engineering or Equivalent with minimum five (5) years’ experience in
providing technical support to sales and customers in the concrete or construction industry.
Excellent knowledge of all concrete applications including the expected changes in case of
parameter adjustments (aggregates, cement type, water and cement ratio, additives,
climate situation).
Sound understanding of cement and concrete technology.
Excellent knowledge of concrete quality assurance function with all related test methods
and interpretation of results.
Good knowledge of the effects of different raw material, kiln burning practices and finish
grinding practices.
Must have the ability to interact with customers of different ethnical and educational
backgrounds.
Ability to be personable and extroverted to the extent that he/she can readily relate to
customers and build a relationship with them.
High level of stress tolerance, discipline and decisiveness and ability to achieve deadlines.
Must have excellent speaking, writing and computer skills.
Fluency in English is a prerequisite.

Remuneration
In return we offer competitive income depending on skills and attributes.
Deadline/Contact
If you meet the requirements, hand in your comprehensive
CV by the latest: 23 November 2018 to
Ohorongo Cement (PTY) LTD, Plant Sargberg,
Human Resources Department
OR
E-Mail: recruitment@ohorongo-cement.com
Note: No faxed applications will be considered and only short-listed candidates would
be contacted.
Women and previously disadvantaged people are encouraged to apply.
No documents will be returned to applicants.

To advertise call our sales rep today!
Mandy 061 - 275 4715
Nathanael 061 - 275 4713
.
.
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TECHNICAL DRAUGHTSMAN /
PROJECT SUPERVISOR
OHORONGO CEMENT is operating a world class cement factory near Otavi in northern
Namibia. This is one of the most modern cement plants in Africa and proudly Namibian. To
ensure the continued excellence of this cement plant, we are looking for highly motivated
employees who will contribute in different positions with their individual skills to the success of
the plant. As an important player in the Namibian economy, Ohorongo Cement reduces
unemployment, develops skills and delivers cement of world class quality to Namibia and
abroad.
Reporting to the Engineering Projects Office Manager, the Technical Draughtsman will develop
concept and detailed workshop drawings for construction, mainly, but not limited to structural
steelwork, using AutoCAD and Autodesk Inventor. Supervise the manufacturing and installation
of plant infrastructure (own and third party staff), which he/she has designed. The incumbent
will provide workable solutions to process related problems and prepare bill of quantities for jobs
he/she designed and from other working drawings. This position is based on Plant Sargberg,
situated between Otavi and Tsumeb.
Responsibilities
Provide an in-house engineering drafting service to the plant. Take own on-site
measurements and, in conjunction with existing drawings and technical details provided by
end-user, design suitable solution to process related infrastructure problems.
Prepare concept and detailed workshop drawings, with special focus on technical
feasibility, accuracy, most economical solution and compliance with relevant standards.
Manage small projects, including contractor and cost management and ensuring accurate
manufacturing and installation according to drawings.
Positively contribute to all aspects of plant performance, process improvement, quality of
production and maintenance processes as well as product quality, cost optimization,
operational health and safety and housekeeping.
Assist in the administration and filing of technical documentation of the plant including
drawings.
Adhere to all health and safety regulations on site, and adhere to industry standards for
safety when designing structures.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technical diploma in Structural or Mechanical Engineering or Draughting with minimum
five (5) years’ experience in an industrial environment such as the construction, mining or
manufacturing industries.
Formal training in AutoCAD and/or Autodesk Inventor drafting is compulsory.
Mechanical project management experience will be an added advantage.
Understand basic project management principles.
Must be experienced in the design of basic structures (civil & structural)
Good understanding of engineering principles.
Good communication and interpersonal skills will be beneficial.
Ability to think creatively and innovatively.
Ability to organize own workload, achieve deadlines, take initiative and good judgment.
Be extremely accurate in his/her work.
Ability to work in a very structured and organized way.
Ability to work independently, and as part of a team.
Fluency in English is a prerequisite.

Remuneration
In return we offer competitive income depending on skills and attributes.
Deadline/Contact
If you meet the requirements, hand in your comprehensive
CV by the latest: 23 November 2018 to
Ohorongo Cement (PTY) LTD, Plant Sargberg,
Human Resources Department
OR
E-Mail: recruitment@ohorongo-cement.com
Note: No faxed applications will be considered and only short-listed candidates would
be contacted.
Women and previously disadvantaged people are encouraged to apply.
No documents will be returned to applicants.
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Elisenheim

N$1,49

MILLION

CONSTRUCTION
HAS STARTED
Spacious up-market townhouses selling fast. Get yours today.

TECHNICAL DRAUGHTSMAN /
PROJECT SUPERVISOR
OHORONGO CEMENT is operating a world class cement factory near Otavi in northern
Namibia. This is one of the most modern cement plants in Africa and proudly Namibian. To
ensure the continued excellence of this cement plant, we are looking for highly motivated
employees who will contribute in different positions with their individual skills to the success of
the plant. As an important player in the Namibian economy, Ohorongo Cement reduces
unemployment, develops skills and delivers cement of world class quality to Namibia and
abroad.

3

Reporting to the Engineering Projects Office Manager, the Technical Draughtsman will develop
concept and detailed workshop drawings for construction, mainly, but not limited to structural
steelwork, using AutoCAD and Autodesk Inventor. Supervise the manufacturing and installation
of plant infrastructure (own and third party staff), which he/she has designed. The incumbent
will provide workable solutions to process related problems and prepare bill of quantities for jobs
he/she designed and from other working drawings. This position is based on Plant Sargberg,
situated between Otavi and Tsumeb.

Pet
Friendly

132sqm
Braai
Area

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT

Provide an in-house engineering drafting service to the plant. Take own on-site
measurements and, in conjunction with existing drawings and technical details provided by
end-user, design suitable solution to process related infrastructure problems.
Prepare concept and detailed workshop drawings, with special focus on technical
feasibility, accuracy, most economical solution and compliance with relevant standards.
Manage small projects, including contractor and cost management and ensuring accurate
manufacturing and installation according to drawings.
Positively contribute to all aspects of plant performance, process improvement, quality of
production and maintenance processes as well as product quality, cost optimization,
operational health and safety and housekeeping.
Assist in the administration and filing of technical documentation of the plant including
drawings.
Adhere to all health and safety regulations on site, and adhere to industry standards for
safety when designing structures.

•
•
•
•
•

Requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Swimming
pool optional

Lizette So-Oabeb: +264 81 142 8785 | Tel.: +264 61 275 4810 | email: properties@tgh.na
www.elisenheim.com

Responsibilities
•

Single

Technical diploma in Structural or Mechanical Engineering or Draughting with minimum
five (5) years’ experience in an industrial environment such as the construction, mining or
manufacturing industries.
Formal training in AutoCAD and/or Autodesk Inventor drafting is compulsory.
Mechanical project management experience will be an added advantage.
Understand basic project management principles.
Must be experienced in the design of basic structures (civil & structural)
Good understanding of engineering principles.
Good communication and interpersonal skills will be beneficial.
Ability to think creatively and innovatively.
Ability to organize own workload, achieve deadlines, take initiative and good judgment.
Be extremely accurate in his/her work.
Ability to work in a very structured and organized way.
Ability to work independently, and as part of a team.
Fluency in English is a prerequisite.

School Stationery
Business Stationery
Art Accessories and Paper
Best Prices on Copy Paper

Remuneration
In return we offer competitive income depending on skills and attributes.

Don’t wait, Come Today!!!

Deadline/Contact
If you meet the requirements, hand in your comprehensive
CV by the latest: 23 November 2018 to
Ohorongo Cement (PTY) LTD, Plant Sargberg,
Human Resources Department
OR
E-Mail: recruitment@ohorongo-cement.com
Note: No faxed applications will be considered and only short-listed candidates would
be contacted.
Women and previously disadvantaged people are encouraged to apply.
No documents will be returned to applicants.

Open to public:
Weekdays:
08:00 – 17:00
Tel: 061-262 177
Fax: 061-217 775
13 Tommie Muller Street,
Northern Industrial Area, Windhoek
telesales@windhoekstationers.com
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Tel: 061 217 520
Tommie Muller Street
Northern Industrial Area
Windhoek, Namibia
www.wholesale.com

PROMOTION VALID FROM 01/11/2018 TO 30/12/2018

MORE PROFIT IN YOUR POCKET!

COMBO DEAL
1 x 1.5kg IQF Mixed Portion
1 x 5kg Top Score Maize Meal
1 x 5kg Marathon White Sugar
1 x 5kg Rice King Rice
1 x 5kg Bakpro White Bread Flour

COMBO DEAL
1 x 10kg Top Score Maize Meal Poly Bag
1 x 10kg Bakpro Vetkoek Flour
1 x 3kg Polana Macaroni
1 x 4kg IQF Mixed Portion
1 x 10kg Marathon White Sugar

COMBO DEAL
1 x 2.5kg Top Score Maize Meal
1 x 2.5kg Marathon White Sugar
1 x 2kg Rice King Rice
1 x 2.5kg Bakpro White Bread Flour
2 x 1kg Polana Macaroni
2 x 300g Eloolo Corned Meat

PRICES INCLUDE VAT. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES. WHILE STOCKS LAST. E.&0.E.

As a Namibian will you get something back from your life insurance
policy while you are still alive? If NOT, you need to talk to us.

sms “Life1” to 31844 and we’ll call you.
Tel: +264 61 275 4111
Standard SMS rates, Ts&Cs apply.
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VOCATIONAL TRAINING PLAYS CRITICAL
ROLE IN EQUIPPING YOUNG PEOPLE
Vocational education and training centres open up a
world of opportunities. Since they prepare individuals
for a vocation or a specialised occupation, they’re
directly linked with a nation’s productivity and
competitiveness.

DIDYOU
KNOW?

The main outcomes of such trainings are
higher participation in the labour market, lower
unemployment, the opportunity to acquire a
qualification for all categories that did not previously
have one and the chance to advance in a professional
hierarchy. Through lifelong learning, individuals can

improve their work opportunities and qualification
levels.
Higher remuneration offers new opportunities
that lead to further economic and social outputs,
such as economic autonomy and can also enhance
psychological well being. All these factors ultimately
impact individual productivity.
Furthermore, there are social returns as vocational
education contributes to self esteem, self value and
self confidence and supports personal activation.
A clear advantage of vocational training is that
learning can be undertaken on the job as well as in the
classroom.
This means that as well as getting broader academic
knowledge, students also get the practical skills that
are more likely to be required in reality.

How to apply:
IOL encourages
prospective students
to download the
application form
from the IOL website,
request it via email
at IOLVTC@tgh.na, or
collect the application
form from the IOL Head
Office in Windhoek.

APPLY

BEFORE
30 November 2018

CREATING OF ACCESSES FROM
LAND ONTO PROCLAIMED
PUBLIC ROADS
The general public is herewith advised that creating accesses from
adjoining land onto proclaimed public roads without the necessary
permission is illegal in accordance with relevant legislation.
Proclaimed public roads, such as trunk, main and district roads, generally
have a road reserve width of 60 metres, measured 30 metres to either
side of the road centerline. The road reserves of these roads fall under
the jurisdiction of the Roads Authority.
Section 9 of the Advertising on Roads and Ribbon Development
Ordinance, 1960 (Ordinance 30 of 1960) states that no person may
infringe a proclaimed road reserve by creating an access from adjoining
land onto the road reserve without the necessary permission. In the
case of an illegal access, the Ordinance states that the relevant authority
may take the necessary steps to instruct any person, who has created
such an access onto the road reserve of a proclaimed road to, without
delay, close and remove such access. Should such illegal access not be
removed as instructed, the Ordinance states that the relevant authority
may then make the necessary arrangements to have it closed and
removed and recover the cost of such closing and removal from the
person responsible for the creating of that access.

E-mail: IOLVTC@tgh.na
Tel: +264 61 270 9620
Bricklaying & Plastering (Level 1)
or Plumbing & Pipefitting (Level 1)
Minimum requirement for acceptance into this programme is
Grade 10 with Mathematics, Science and English. Current Grade
10 students can apply with their latest results. Acceptance will
be confirmed upon receipt of final results.
Prospective students are welcome to visit our training
facilities on Plot 37, c/o Nubuamis & Hereford Road.
We are situated next to the Missionary Benedictine Sisters
of Tutzing.

Section 13 of the Ordinance further states that any person creating an
access onto a proclaimed road reserve without the necessary permission,
or refusing or failing to comply with the instructions of the relevant
authority, will be guilty of an offence.
Any person having any queries regarding the above is requested to
approach the nearest Roads Authority district office for guidance.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
ROADS AUTHORITY
Roads Authority, Private Bag 12030, Ausspannplatz, Windhoek, Namibia, www.ra.org.na
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Play the MTC MEGA Jackpot Trivia Game
for your chance to win a share of OVER

N$1.3 MILLION!
SMS WIN to 888
to get started
3 ways to play
1

Play for FREE for
a chance to be 1 of
29,400 LUCKY winners
of N$10 instant airtime

2

3

Subscribe to VIP Play
for N$1 a day for a
chance to win:

Subscribe to promotional
services and enter the
draw for a chance to win:

• 14 VIP Weekly Prizes
of N$5,000 each
• 3 VIP Grand Prizes of

• 700 Weekly Promo
Prizes of N$100 airtime
• 3 Promo Grand Prizes of

N$250,000 each

Ts & Cs apply.

Custom Furniture · Home Decor

Prosperita - Calcium Street - Unit 4 Windhoek, Namibia
Call: 264 81 149 6959 info@stevos.com.na

N$50,000 each
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t h e

p r i s t i n e

e s t a t e

MODERN SPACIOUS

Contact: 081 382 3928 / 081 494 5498
Email: couturetopaz@gmail.com

50% deposit
required on
all orders

Upmarket and secure four storey unit:
• Triple garage
• Swimming pool
• Lounge with fire place, fully
fitted kitchen, laundry/scullery
• 4 bedrooms (main en-suite)

N$ 20 000 p/m

available December

3-Piece

Gated Community

suits from

Nestled in the hills of Klein Windhoek, lies the luxurious
Kiekebusch Estate.

1 300

N$

For more information, contact 061 275 4811 or email properties@tgh.na.

;

You can also order yours
Call: 081 371 2162 / 081 660 6632
Email: juliahaungeya1@gmail.com

Registration for 2019 is now open, contact us to reserve your space
Full-Time Classes

We offer the following services:
• Chef Training
• Catering Services
• Waitering
• Customer Services
Duration:
• 3 Months
• 6 Months
• 1 Year
Fees:
• Registration: N$200
• Classes Fees: N$300 Monthly
NB: Provided recipe are to be given with ingredients
and equipment.
Contact: Julia 081 371 2162
Email: juliahaungeya1@gmail.com

Part-Time Classes

Three different cakes:
• Vanilla Cake
• Carrot Cake
• Fruit Cake
• Biscuits
• Fontana and Cream Covering
• Decoration
• Cup Cakes and Muffins
Duration:
• 5-7 Days
Fees:
• Registration: N$200
• Classes Fees: N$2 000
NB: Provided recipe are to be given with ingredients
and equipment.
Contact: Julia 081 371 2162
Email: juliahaungeya1@gmail.com

Part-Time Classes

Basic in Food Preparation:
• Salads
• Meat Preparation/Chicken Preparation
• Pastary
• Sauces/Gravy
• Pizza’a
Duration:
• One Week
• 1 Month
Fees:
• Registration: N$200
• Classes Fees: N$350 per week
NB: Provided recipe are to be given with ingredients
and equipment.
Contact: Julia 081 371 2162
Email: juliahaungeya1@gmail.com
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Has Arrived
©

Disney

with Dis-Chem and Disney MicroPopz!

CONTACT DETAIL:
MOBILE: +264 81 850 1555
GENERAL INQUIRIES: stefan.vanwyk@nutritechfit.com

PREMIUM WHEY
PROTEIN 1KG - 2KG

N$329.00

DIET MEAL 1KG TUB (23
SINGLE SERVINGS)
REGULAR PRICE N$285.00

HULK GAINER
1KG-4KG

N$165.00

THERMOTECH FOR HER BURN
(60 SINGLE SERVINGS)
REGULAR PRICE N$319.00

MAX PRE 560G TUB (33 SINGLE
SERVINGS) REGULAR PRICE

N$439.00

CLA +3 270G TUB (60 SINGLE
SERVINGS) REGULAR PRICE

N$220.00

NUTRITECH
NAMIBIA ONLINE

700ML N.W.O SHAKER
CUP REGULAR PRICE

N$75.00

VASO-NO3 280G TUB (40
SERVINGS) REGULAR PRICE

N$329.00

WWW.NUTRITECHNAM.COM

PREMIUM MASS
BUILDER 1,5KG - 5KG

N$219.00

THERMOTECH PLATINUM
BURN8 (60 SINGLE SERVINGS)
REGULAR PRICE N$319.00

CREATECH LOADED 1.25KG (20
SINGLE SERVINGS)
REGULAR PRICE N$315.00

1LT SPORTS BOTTLE
REGULAR PRICE

N$65.00

NUKE ORIGINAL 240G
NUKE® ORIGINAL IS THE OG OF
NUTRITECH® PRE-WORKOUT
POWDERS, ENGINEERED
COLOURANT FREE AND WITH
AN EXTREME TRIPLE SHOT
PAYLOAD, 300MG, OF CAFFEINE
FOR INCREASED ENERGY AND
FOCUS. SUPPORTING THIS
PAYLOAD ARE NIACIN, BETAALANINE AND BEETROOT
EXTRACT FOR INCREASED BLOOD
FLOW, VASCULARITY, MUSCLE
PUMP AND ENDURANCE, AND
CREATINE HCL, TAURINE AND
ASHWAGANDHA ROOT EXTRACT
FOR CELL VOLUMIZATION,
STRENGTH AND STAMINA. NUKE®
ORIGINAL RECEIVES AN EVENT
LEVEL 5 “EXTREME” INTENSITY
RANKING ON THE NUCLEAR TABLE.
DESIGNED FOR OPTIMAL DOSAGE
AT ONE SCOOP, DO NOT EXCEED
ONE SINGLE SERVING. PREPARE
WITH CONFIDENCE FOR THE
BATTLE THAT LIES AHEAD, NUKE®
UP SWOLDIER. GO TO WAR!
CORE ELEMENTS
* 300MG CAFFEINE
* 1000MG CREATINE HCL
* 1000MG TAURINE
* 1600MG BETA-ALANINE
* 500MG BEETROOT EXTRACT

VEGAN PROTEIN 1KG
REGULAR PRICE

N$295.00

TESTOGROWTH NXT (24
SERVINGS) REGULAR PRICE

N$349.00

PREMIUM WHEY PROTEIN
FOR HER 1KG TUB (31 SINGLE
SERVINGS)
REGULAR PRICE N$329.00

BCAA 4000 (24 SINGLE
SERVINGS)
REGULAR PRICE N$219.00

WHEY PROTEIN ISOLATE 1KG
TUB (31 SINGLE SERVINGS)
REGULAR PRICE N$495.00

HYDRO WHEY ULTRA 1KG (22
SINGLE SERVINGS)
REGULAR PRICE N$329.00

CONTACT NUTRITECH
AND ORDER YOUR
NUKE ORIGINAL TODAY
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SPORT
Stern warning to sporting codes

MINISTER VOICES
DISUNITY IN SPORT

TROUBLED. Minister of Sports, Erastus Uutoni urges peace in the sport sector.

THE Sports Minister, Erastus Uutoni, has voiced his
discontent over the disunity within major sporting
codes, with both the Namibia Rugby Union (NRU)
and the Namibia Football Association (NFA) experiencing in-house squabbles that have placed the
sporting sector in the limelight.
Aili Iilonga
Uutoni was voicing his concerns
over the NFA infightings, stating
that the disunity will slowly discourage sport lovers to support, as
well as attend sporting events.
He in particular referred to the
decision taken by NFA to suspend
its president, Frans Mbidi, stating
that the evidence presented was not
factual. The ongoing squabbles be-

tween current out-of-contract NFA
Secretary-General Barry Rukoro
and suspended Mbidi reached new
heights after the NFA Executive
Committee dismissed Mbidi, a
decision that even FIFA does not
recognise.
“There was no factual evidence
provided which could have rendered the NFA President worthy of
a dismissal,” he said.
He said that NFA Executive
Committee, “did not comply with

its constitution in the process of
administering a verdict of dismissal
of their President”.
He advised the NFA to revisit its
decision of dismissing Mbidi and
that the constitution of the NFA
should be amended in line with
good governance, including rigorous training on governance.
The minister gave a stern warning
to both the NRU and NFA to get
their houses in order and avoid
disunity within the sporting sector.
“As a nation, the time has come
to rally behind one another for the
benefit of our sport-loving nation.
Sport cannot be managed through
hatred, anger, nepotism, tribalism or
personal interest, but through sober
minds, unity, love for one another
and the love toward the game of
sport,” said the minister.

SPORTSWEAR & NUTRITION

DON’T BE THE SAME
BE DIFFERENT

081 864 8570
081 316 5767
gravity.teamwear@gmail.com
contact@gravity.com.na

Aili Iilonga
MTC’s Chief Human Capital Tim
Ekandjo has expressed that despite the
multi- telecommunication company as
the official sponsor of the Namibian
Premier League pumping in N$53.4
million this season, the level of professionalism in Namibian football has yet to
be reached.
Ekandjo expressed his dismay, stating
that as a sponsor pumping money into
the league, there is a need to produce
a level of professionalism from the
league’s point of view.
He was speaking at the official launch
of the MTC NPL 2018/19 season in
Windhoek this week.
“We (MTC) have continued with our
investment despite that, in terms of statues, the league has not grown,” he said.
He added that, “the league with the
sponsorship in place should start to produce a level of professionalism”.
NPL Chairman Patrick Kauta who

was also present at the launch brushed
aside queries regarding the status quo
of Young Africa FC team who, according to a circulated post from the league
prosecutor Kadhila Amoomo, should
be suspended pending disciplinary
proceedings against the team and Tapiwa
Musekwa on basis on charges of fraud
and violation of the NPL constitution.
“This is not a matter to answer such
queer issues as this is only about the
league launch and not Young Africa
issues. The appropriate time will come
to answer all that. At the right time, the
league will pronounce itself,” he said.
The league, which is set to kick off
on the 9 November will have 16 clubs
taking part with three newly-promoted
teams joining the league.
He added that, the NPL has decided to
change the fixtures saying that there will
only be one game per weekend played
and clubs have been given the leeway
to choose where to play their home
games as a way of taking the game to the
people.

Photo: Aili Iilonga

GRAVITY
For all your
sporting needs.

Ekandjo wants NPL
professionalism

LET THE GAMES BEGIN: Launch of the 2018/19 MTC NPL season.
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